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With technology ruling the roost in today's world, electronic gadgets are an important part of our
lives. We are completely dependent on electrical gadgets that are closely associated with our daily
lives , making our lives miserable without them. Nevertheless electrical equipment are useless
without the accessories on which its functioning is dependent. Power cord is one such important
accessory that works as a bridge between power supply and the electronic gadget. Standard Power
Cords is made to perform some destined job like power supplying to control adequate power in the
line. For instance we cannot imagine our lives without our cell phone which is an indispensable part
of our lives. Mobile phone has taken the shape of a need. For the proper working of the mobile
phone a power cord is required that helps in its proper functioning.

In this age of instant gratification where we our surrounded by gifts of technology , we find it difficult
to get separated from them. Every day we see ourselves gifted with a new innovation of technology
that surprises us and makes our life comfortable. Standard power cords come in normal and high-
temperature variants, as well as various rated currents. The connectors have slightly different
shapes to ensure that it is not possible to substitute a cable with a lower temperature or current
rating, but that it is possible to use an over-rated cable. Cords also have different types of exterior
jackets available to accommodate environmental variables such as moisture, temperature, oils,
sunlight, flexibility, and heavy wear.

Besides the use of power cord in relaying the signals , wireless mode of transfer of signals are also
there. After comparing both the ways of relaying signals , it is found that power cords  helps in full
data transfer and there is minimal loss.  It is generally made of a material that is long lasting and
even stronger than copper and more able to retain its transmission properties after physical stress
such as weight strain, or even attack by rats and cockatoos. The fiber that is installed in a Standard
Power Code is different from copper: in good quality coatings, inside ducts, or in the case of newer
systems, encased entirely by electrical transmission wires. As the world of technology endeavors to
bring new innovations to the forefront, the demand for electronic accessories would also rise.

With a lot of computer power supply cords available including extension cords , monitor AC power
adapter cords ,  TV AC power cord, monitor and printer AC power cables etc . Laptops and
computers are connected by 2 slot or 3 slot power cords. Standard Power cord suppliers produce
high quality cables using latest technologies that can cater to the electrical requirements of masses
and bring comfort to their lives.
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